
Total Responses: 150

Maple Park Comments Summary:

Improve street crossings and safety around Maple and Lexington, bathrooms need to be added,
more lighting, concrete chess tables, more shade trees throughout the park, add seating for
observers of games on all courts, cricket field (here or somewhere in the park, currently there
are only 2 in the metro), support existing sports (volleyball and sepak tawkraw) in the park,
pickleball courts, more trashcans, mobility hub close to the park rather than the gate to cliff
drive. More courts (pickleball, sepak tawkraw, volleyball).

Generally, there was more support for a dog park than urban agriculture, lots of
neighborhood-scale urban agriculture exists in the area.

*There are two different options labeled "1" in these responses. After the survey was out for a few hours, some
participants expressed confusion with the original wording of "nature loop" because it was too vague. All votes for "1"
are for the same elements.



Reservoir Themes Comments Summary:

Improve sightlines to the reservoir, the reservoir could be a skate park, there shouldn’t be cars
in the park, improve lighting in the area, more sports or interactive structures for kids, if there are
bathrooms make sure they are well maintained, add items (rocks?) to block cars from driving
through the grass, pickleball courts, generally more space for sport courts were encouraged in
comments, protected bike lanes throughout the roads in the park so people can safely ride their
bike through the park, maintain overlooks.

Please consult outdoor theatre companies or other venues. There are several unusable
amphitheaters in KC. Generally, comments about an amphitheater were cautioning against it.





Lake Comments Summary:
Add more direct access from Lexington to the lake (could there be more stairs?), add some
more seating and picnic tables by the lake, make sure the boardwalks aren’t slippery, temporary
restrooms with a permanent enclosure would be nice, there should be a sidewalk along
Chestnut connecting Independence Avenue and J Reiger.

*There are two different options labeled "1" and "3" in these responses. After the survey was out for a few hours,
some participants expressed confusion with the original wording of "lake edge restoration" and "vegetated forebay"
because they are too vague. All votes for "1" and "3" are for the same elements.

*There are two different options labeled "1," "3," "4," "6," "7" in these responses. After the survey was out for a few
hours, some participants expressed confusion with the original wording of "lake edge restoration," "vegetated
forebay," "visitor's center," "green infrastructure," and "interpretive dock" because they are too vague. All votes for "1,"
"3," "4," "6," "7" are for the same elements.



Concourse Comments Summary:

Generally, comments did not support a hotel in this part of the park or commercial uses, there
was some support for a cafe. There is a lot of support for a splash pad and for closing
Gladstone Boulevard between the east and west sides of the Concourse in the comments.

*There are two different options labeled "1" and "2" in these responses. After the survey was out for a few hours,
some participants expressed confusion with the original wording of "tree top play" and "treehouse camping" because
they are too vague. All votes for "1" and "2" are for the same elements.



Hill by the Kansas City Museum Comments Summary:

Comments were opposed to the hotel. Other suggestions and comments talked about the
importance of maintaining the sledding hill and potentially adding a dog park. There were some
suggestions to add parking to provide space for museum visitors.

*There are two different options labeled "1" in these responses. After the survey was out for a few hours, some
participants expressed confusion with the original wording of "treehouse camping" because it is too vague. All votes
for "1" are for the same elements.



Indian Mound Comments Summary:
There is a small WWI marker near (5). It would be nice to have a small playground or splash
pad at the bottom of the hill or walking loop, traffic calming around the park, and more shade in
the park. There was a lot of support for Indigenous art and history being amplified in the area.



North East Athletic Field Comments Summary:
There is a lot of support for FC Global to take on the land as a soccer field and hub for their
mentorship programs. There were some comments that encouraged developing this site into an
ATV/fourwheeler/dirtbike zone to give those users an appropriate space to ride.



Cliff Drive:
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